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Variable Length for Convenience
Modular Design for Speed
One-Person Installation for Safety
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The Railway Equipment Company E Z GATE® 
Crossing Gate Arm assembly offers a unique 
design in gate arm construction. E Z GATE® allows 
complete installation in any length, with proper 
positioning of all gate lamps, but with absolutely 
no drilling or sawing, and no cutting, stripping, 
crimping, splicing or connecting of wires. This 
means quick and easy gate arm installation for 
just one person in the very least amount of time 
possible.

E Z GATE® consists of two telescoping arm 
members made of either aluminum and fiberglass 
or all fiberglass. A clamping mechanism between 
the two arm members requires only a screwdriver 
to lock the arm at its proper length. Retro-reflective 
sheeting is available in engineering, high-intensity 
and super high-intensity gauge.

The E Z GATE® lamp assemblies are made of 
injection molded, glass-reinforced high strength 
yet lightweight plastic, providing absolute electrical 
insulation.

A stainless steel clamping bracket is 
placed between the first and second arm 
members. After extending the gate arm 
to its proper length, the set screws are 
tightened using a screwdriver. These set 
screws exert pressure on the second arm 
member locking it securely in position. 
No holes need to be drilled. No nuts or 
bolts are necessary.

The coil cord is attached to the gate arm 
using a set of clamps positioned along 
the arm. Using a hammer, the clamp is 
easily driven onto the arm member. The 
clamp is held securely in place by saw 
tooth indents on the clamp. The cord 
clamps can be removed and repositioned 
if desired.



To install, simply place the lamps in the proper 
positions, using a screwdriver to tighten the set 
screws.

A retractile coil cord is stretched between the 
lamps. The coil cord has a special three-position 
plug connector at each end which mates with a 
keyed socket on each lamp. To get the correct 
sequence of left/right flashing or steady, the plug 
connector is simply rotated 120° until correct. The 
lamp is completely sealed and never needs to be 
opened for wiring. All lamps and cords are identical 
and interchangeable. 18 and 25 watt, 10 VDC AAR 
bulbs are standard. Other bulbs are also available.

For new installations or replacement of existing 
gate arms, the E Z GATE® Crossing arm and 
components will give you the easiest and quickest 
grade crossing gate system available.

The coil cord and lamp system have been 
designed to work with Railway Equipment 
gate arms as well as gate arms from most 
other major manufacturers. The quick 
mounting and connecting of cords and lamps 
reduces maintenance time and labor costs for 
replacement on existing installations.

The lamp assembly has an exclusive three 
pin socket which mates with the coil cord 
plug connector. This allows the coil cord to 
be plugged into the lamp socket in any one of 
three different positions to make the correct 
electrical connection for flashing left/flashing 
right or steady.



The first arm member is installed on the 
gate arm adapter bracket.

The second arm member is inserted to its 
proper length. Using a screwdriver, the 
clamping set screws are tightened.

The gate lamps are set in their proper 
position. A screwdriver is used to tighten 
the set screws, and a ½” wrench (AAR) 
is used to tighten the lock nuts on the set 
screws.

The gate arm coil cords are set on the 
gate arm and connected to the lamps. 
Cord clamps are positioned and secured 
in place using a hammer.

The cord is connected to the terminals 
in the gate mechanism. Proper flashing 
and steady lamp sequence is made by 
rotating the coil cord plug in each gate 
lamp socket.

E Z GATE® Crossing arm lamps can 
be replaced by simply removing the 
old lamp, securing the new lamp and 
plugging in the cord connector.
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Railway Equipment Company is a leading manufacturer 
of highway grade crossing products, providing complete 
gate arm kits, a full line of signal lights, along with 
individual components and accessories.


